Atlas Capital Team Inc.

Atlas is an innovative FinTech company, designing technology-driven solutions addressing macro, geopolitical and climate risks. Leveraging FinTech, AI, and Climate Tech, Atlas aims to create a globally accessible stablecoin – the Atlas Climate Token – underpinned by an index trading tangible, safe haven assets. The Atlas Index powers an investment strategy that is designed to deliver inflation protection and monetary stability, whilst investing in long-term socio-economic and environmental prosperity. Atlas enables wealth preservation, global financial inclusion, and the deployment of capital into climate resilient communities for all.

Overview

Pegged to a carefully chosen portfolio of liquid real-world assets – climate-resilient REITs, strategic commodities, inflation-hedged sovereign bonds, and gold – The Atlas Climate Token is a democratized modern investment solution for users worldwide.

The global macro-economic environment faces significant, intensifying risks in the shape of climate degradation, prompting investors to seek ways to protect and grow their assets in the face of an uncertain future.

The Atlas team represents seasoned executives from the public and private sectors, with deep experience in government relations, investment management, technology, blockchain and venture capital.

The Atlas team

Reza Bundy
CEO
Ex-Founder of Iron Planet (exit $760M)

Nouriel Roubini
Chief Economist
Ex-IMF, World Bank, White House

Paschalis Bouchorís
Chief Information Officer
Ex-Head of Quant at Goldman Sachs Investment Banking

Puneet Agarwal
Acting Senior Vice President of Product
Ex-Senior Vice President & Global Head of Product at Binance

Mayur Kamat
REIT Portfolio Manager
Ex-Senior PIM of REITs at Capital Group

Carlo Zola
Chief Climate Strategist
Founder and CEO of FutureMap

Parag Khanna
Chief Climate Strategist
Founder and CEO of FutureMap

Time to ACT

We believe fintech innovation holds the most solutions for mobilizing capital at scale - for wealth preservation, climate adaptation and building resilient, prosperous communities. Supported and distributed through top-tier financial and technology partners, Atlas presents an exciting opportunity for socially responsible investing, attracting partners who seek to make a positive impact on the world. The Atlas Climate Token is designed for large scale adoption aiming to mobilize private capital in funding climate adaptation and sustainability and become a leading, regulated digital token backed by real assets. Join us in re-imagining climate finance and asset safety. Together, we can build a more stable and sustainable financial future for global communities.